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The Odyssey is one of the greatest stories ever told - and one of the first great pieces of
literature.After the Trojan War, Ulysses traveled back to his homeland.But what route did he
take? And was the journey possible?In 1985, Tim Severin set out to find out.Once again making
use of the Argo from 'The Jason Voyage' Severin followed the route of Ulysses' voyage home in
The Odyssey, from Troy to Ithaca in the Ionian islands.Along the way, Severin made tentative or
conclusive identifications of The land of the Lotus-eaters, King Nestor's palace, the Halls of
Hades, the Roving Rocks, and the Sirens Scylla and Charybdis.The Ulysses Voyage, tells the
thrilling story of the expedition, the historical research that went into it, and the discoveries
Severin and his crew made along the way.It will have an irresistible appeal to scholars as well as
lovers of adventure, travel and mystery.Tim Severin's sailing books have been widely
praised."Enthralling!" -The Guardian."An extraordinary explorer." - The Independent.Tim Severin
is an explorer, film-maker and lecturer, who has made many expeditions, from crossing the
Atlantic in a medieval leather boat to going out in search of Moby Dick and Robinson Crusoe. He
has written books about all of them. He has won the Thomas Cook Travel Book Award, the Book
of the Sea Award, a Christopher Prize, and the literary medal of the Academie de la Marine. He
also writes historical fiction.

About the AuthorFrom the time she was eight years old, Carter G. Walker made annual family
trips to a Wyoming dude ranch, where she fell in love with purple mountain majesties and all
things equine. After she graduated early from Colgate University in Hamilton, New York, with an
English literature degree, Carter landed, sight unseen, in Bozeman, Montana, and made the
West her home.In two decades as a Westerner, Carter has stoked the flames of her love affair by
balancing her intellectual need to tell stories with her physical yearning to explore wild places.
She has worked as a wilderness guide in Montana and Wyoming; as a naturalist guide in
Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks; as a wildland and structure firefighter and EMT;
and as a publisher, editor, and freelance writer. She teaches writing at Montana State University
and writes both fiction and creative nonfiction, and travels the backroads and little-known parts
of the West as fodder for magazine features and food for her soul.Carter lives with her two
adventuresome daughters, Sissel and Siri-wild things, both of them, and road warriors-in
Bozeman, Montana. For more of her work, visit www.cartergwalker.com --This text refers to the
paperback edition.
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RiddleNo single poet - Dante, Goethe or even Shakespeare - has had a more pervasive
influence on the cultural foundation of the West than the shadowy figure we call Homer. His
name is so familiar that it is easy to over-look just how long his work has been our heritage.
Homer described events that took place, as far as we can tell, at roughly the same time as the
Exodus. Before the Old Testament was complete, his works were already the basic scrolls in a
cultured man's library. By the time Jesus was born, so much had been written about Homer and
his work that it would be a very long time before any of the Apostles could challenge his leading
position as the most intensively studied author in Western civilization. All this Homer
accomplished with just two poems - the Iliad and the Odyssey - written in a language that the
Greeks of the classical era already found so old-fashioned that they had difficulty in
understanding some words, while in our own century a lexicon to elucidate his vocabulary runs
to 445 densely written pages without solving dozens of doubtful meanings. Yet this ambiguity
never cloaked Homer's essential genius. His characters are so timeless, the phrases so elegant,
and the mosaics of the word pictures so vivid that his tale of one man's extraordinary journey
3,000 years ago has never been eclipsed. With the Odyssey, the subject of this book, Homer
composed such an evocative saga that its very title has been retained as the word to describe
lengthy travels.Homer's genius has always been irresistible to the inquiring mind. In the early
days of the Roman empire there was a time when educators considered that Homer provided
the foundation for all useful knowledge - whether history or geography or rhetoric. Today an echo
of that variety survives. Archaeologists, historians, folklorists, all continue to dissect Homer's
work and find - or think they find - fresh insight. After more than 2,000 years of research it seems
almost inconceivable that anything can be added to the awe-inspiring mass of scholarship that
has been piled on those two poems.No one, then, can tackle Homer lightly. But for me, intrigued
by the mix of truth and fiction in stories of early voyages and travels, the bait was laid early and
the trap was very tempting. The Odyssey's adventures - with the Cyclops and Sirens, Scylla and
Charybdis, and Aeolus, the Ruler of the Winds - had been introduced as childhood tales. Then,
studying the history of exploration at Oxford, I encountered a few of the dozens of theories about
the Odyssey. Some claimed the tale was pure fantasy, others traced real routes to plausible
sounding places which they said the hero Ulysses (to use the Latin version of his Greek name,



Odysseus) had actually visited. Still other commentators proposed explanations which seemed
more fantastic than if the Odyssey had been a fairy tale in the first place.Finally, in 1981, I fell
firmly into the jaws of the trap. That year I began to prepare an expedition to investigate the route
of Jason and the Argonauts to fetch the Golden Fleece. I wanted to build a replica of an early
Greek galley, assemble a crew of volunteers and row and sail the vessel from Greece to Soviet
Georgia along the route that Jason took. But everywhere I turned to study Jason, I kept on
stumbling across Homer and the Odyssey. The stories of Jason and Ulysses are closely
intertwined. Homer, I discovered, seemed to have borrowed ideas from the story of the
Argonauts. He even mentioned Jason's ship by name. To try to sort out the overlap, I found
myself compiling two separate catalogues of file cards, one labelled 'Jason', the other 'Ulysses'.
There were cross-references, contradictions, similarities, and the two catalogues continued to
grow side by side. In 1984 we made the Jason Voyage. We successfully rowed and sailed our
galley, the 54-foot Argo, from Greece to Soviet Georgia at the eastern end of the Black Sea.
There we found our Golden Fleece among the Svan people of the Caucasus mountains who
showed us the ancient technique of submerging sheep-skins in the stream-beds so that grains
of alluvial gold were trapped in the wool. By August that year we had brought Argo back to
Istanbul for her winter lay-up, pulled ashore, courtesy of the Mayor, among the luxury yachts of
the very rich in the city's most exclusive boat park. But I already knew that the galley's role was
far from over. My boxes of file cards held the research into the Odyssey's text; and I would not be
satisfied until I had tried my hand at solving the longest running geographical riddle in the world:
quite simply, that riddle asked, was the Odyssey the story of a real voyage? And if so, where did
Ulysses go?Clearly there had to be some truth in Homer's tales. Troy, the city whose siege by a
Greek expeditionary force is the subject of the Iliad, was real. Its ruins have been found on the
coast of Anatolia and studied with minute care. Mycenae, the capital of King Agamemnon who,
Homer tells us, led the besieging army, has been excavated. So too - and Argo was to take us
there - has the palace home of King Nestor, leader of the second most important Greek
contingent. Several of the world's most gifted archaeologists and historians have been drawn
into the search for the remarkable world that Homer described. In their hunt for the historic facts
within the Homeric poems these experts pioneered techniques which changed the entire
science of archaeology. They made international reputations as well as furious controversy. As
we shall see, the same giants of scholarship appear again and again in the Homeric context, for
each of them found it difficult to dig at Troy without wondering about Mycenae, or to investigate
Mycenae without searching for the ruins of Ulysses' home or Nestor's palace. The links in the
chain of their discoveries led on and on, crossed and recrossed in confusion, and still no end is
in sight.The scholars tended to concentrate on the Iliad, for this story is based on land and in a
specific spot - before the walls of Troy. Here the archaeologists could dig, lay bare the walls and
streets, compare sherds of pottery from one site to the next, and establish the lifestyle of the
time. The Odyssey has been far more difficult to pin down. The spade is not the right tool to
investigate a tale of far voyaging which might contain clues to the wandering of a man who lived



3,000 years ago. Nothing is more tantalizing or more puzzling than Homer's geography in the
Odyssey. It is like a detective story about a series of murders where even the corpses are so
bizarre that perhaps they may only be hallucinations as they lie littered along the trail. Homer
sends Ulysses to a country whose inhabitants eat a wonderful plant that makes them forget their
homes, then to visit cannibal giants who live in caves and tend flocks of sheep and goats but
somehow gather crops that grow without any attention. There is an island encircled by steep
bronze walls where lives a man who can control the winds by bottling them up in a leather sack.
Soon afterwards Ulysses' squadron is wiped out by cannibals who massacre the crews in a
death trap of a harbour with an entrance so narrow that they cannot escape.As the trail
continues, the curious episodes become even more curious. Ulysses and his surviving
companions recuperate on an idyllic island ruled by a witch who can turn men into animals. A
day's sail away they visit the lobby of Hades where Ulysses consults with the spirits of the dead
and then, continuing on the homeward route, he and his crew row past the beach of the
entrancing Sirens, daemons whose sweet singing lures sailors to their deaths. They narrowly
evade a dangerous whirlpool in a narrow strait, but a six-headed monster living in a cave in a
cliff-face snatches up six men from the deck and devours them. When the rest of the crew
commit the sacrilege of killing and eating the cattle of the Sun God on his sacred island, their
ship is sunk as punishment, and all are drowned except for Ulysses who clings to the wreckage.
He is cast up in the pleasant realm of the demi-goddess Calypso and becomes her lover. From
there the hero escapes in a makeshift boat, only to be sunk again and washed ashore in the
kingdom of a seafaring people, the Phaeacians, who entertain him in the palace of their king
Alcinous, before finally transporting him home in one of their swift ships. He had been nineteen
years away from home.Many-headed monsters are fantastic, and so too is the one-eyed
Cyclops whom Ulysses blinded in his cave during the homeward journey. But were they pure
inventions, or was there some real foundation to each legend? Did Homer have such
extraordinary originality of mind that he could dream up such a remarkable string of bogeys
without a shred of reality on which to hang his tales? And even if Ulysses' adventures were
imaginary, did Homer think that they took place somewhere real? Or was his geography, like his
fantastic creatures, without any footing in this world? 'You will find the scenes of the wanderings
of Odysseus,' scoffed Eratosthenes, the world's first scientific geographer in the third century
BC, 'when you find the cobbler who sewed up the bag of winds...'But Eratosthenes was a rare
sceptic. His doubts about the reality of the Odyssey did not stop his contemporaries from trying
to make geographical sense of it by trying to work out which were the lands where Ulysses met
his adventures. The Greeks of the classical period treated the Iliad as real history, and modern
archaeology has proved them at least partially right. Many of their finest scholars were equally
sure that the scenes of the Odyssey were stages on a real voyage by a real man and they could
identify the islands and harbours he had visited.'As when some skilful man overlays gold upon
silver…' observed Strabo, the most influential classical geographer of all, 'so he [Homer] took
the Trojan War, an historical fact, and decked it out with his myths; and he did the same in the



case of the wanderings of Odysseus.' Strabo, writing in the time of Augustus Caesar, listed half a
dozen leading geographers who had already tried to unravel the mysteries of the Odyssey. Their
efforts to locate Ulysses' wanderings have been repeated over the centuries by pedagogues of
every hue - historians, armchair travellers, classicists, archaeologists, eminent novelists, even a
British prime minister, Gladstone. Conflicting theories have placed Ulysses' wanderings in Italy,
in the Black Sea, in Spain, out in the Atlantic, in the Indian Ocean, off Ireland or Norway.
Scarcely a year goes by without a new interpretation of the text. In the last decade theories have
despatched Ulysses as far as the high Andes in South America or as near as the Adriatic which,
it was recently claimed by a Yugoslav sea captain, contains every scene of every adventure.I
checked the various theories against the charts. Every scene that Homer mentions has been
differently located by a score of experts. His physical descriptions (and they can be frustratingly
vague) are matched against a variety of real places, and each one is claimed to be precise, but
they are rarely in the same location. Ulysses' vessel jumps up and down the length of the
Mediterranean like the knight on a chessboard. It skips over inconvenient land masses, skids
around capes, travels at speeds that would do credit to a modern cruise liner in its attempts to
link up sites that appear to be suitable. Only a tiny handful of the modern commentators were
themselves sailors, even fewer had sailed the possible routes. No one had any first-hand idea of
how a Late Bronze Age galley might travel.Astonishingly, no one seemed to have asked
themselves the basic question - if there was a real Ulysses and he made a real voyage, surely
after the Siege of Troy, which reputedly lasted ten years, he would have been anxious to return
home as quickly as possible. If so, what was the normal route he would have taken? Could this
route have provided the scenes of the Odyssey without any of the dramatic leaps of navigation?
Maybe this question was never asked because there was a risk that it could turn out to be an
anti-climax, a question that might destroy one charm of the tale, the idea of Ulysses as the great
explorer venturing beyond the horizon. On the other hand if such a straightforward route fitted
the details of the Odyssey then something much more important would result: the riddle of the
Odyssey would be solved on a rational basis that would bring Ulysses back from the unreal
fairyland where the too fantastic and impractical interpretations had effectively consigned
him.So I knew what I would do: I would take Argo from Troy to Ithaca, Ulysses' home in the
Ionian Islands off the west coast of Greece, following the track that a Late Bronze Age sailor
would have chosen if he was a prudent man. Along that 'logical' route, as I thought of it, I
wondered if we would find sites that matched the descriptions in the Odyssey and perhaps
uncover explanations for some, if not all, of the extravagant tales. I did not aspire to answer
thorny questions of history or linguistics or land archaeology. Those were matters best left to the
experts. Their work gave me the basic tools - encyclopaedias, concordances, translations,
commentaries, all the scholarly apparatus that had accumulated over two millennia of studying
Homer. My approach would be practical - geographical and maritime. It would be from a
common sense viewpoint - the stern deck of a replica Bronze Age galley. For this purpose Argo
was ideal. Built for twenty oarsmen, she was precisely the size and style of craft that Homer



mentions in the Odyssey as the standard voyaging galley of her day. Already I knew something
about Bronze Age navigation, for on the 1,500 miles of the Jason Voyage we had gone from
northern Greece, passed through the Dardanelles within sight of Troy, crossed the Marmara Sea
and penetrated the Straits of the Bosphorus, and coasted all the way to the furthest reaches of
the Black Sea. Thus I had some concept of the distances we could expect Ulysses to have
travelled each day, the limitations under oar and sail, the weather that his ship could withstand or
not, the method of navigating by line-of-sight from headland to headland. This experience I now
proposed to apply to the Odyssey. But first, before embarking on the voyage, I had to know our
quarry. Who was Ulysses? Indeed, who was Homer?1 - Bard and HeroHomer was a woman, so
runs one theory. Another claims that he was a blind man. A third, that he was not a single
individual but a panel of poets. A fourth, that he composed the Iliad but not the Odyssey. The
academic views are no more consistent about the identity of Homer than the conflicting theories
about the route of the Odyssey. The truth is that no one has yet discovered who Homer was, or
precisely when he lived, although some shrewd calculations have been made. At best estimate
he lived sometime in the eighth or seventh centuries BC, that is some 500 years after the Siege
of Troy and the unfolding of the events he described. It is also agreed that he (or they) was a
bard, that is, a professional teller of sagas.Just possibly - and this is where the theory of the
blind man comes in - Homer drew a word picture of himself in the Odyssey rather as some film
directors give themselves a walk-on part in their script. At the court of hospitable King Alcinous,
there is a teller of tales whom, according to the Odyssey, 'the Muse loved above all others,
though she had mingled good and evil in her gifts, robbing him of his eyes but lending
sweetness to his song'. A favourite of the court, he was led to his special banqueting place by an
equerry and seated on a silver-studded chair in the centre of the company. At his back was one
of the great pillars of the hall and on it the equerry hung his 'tuneful lyre' and 'showed him how to
lay his hand upon it. At his side he put a basket and a handsome table, together with a cup of
wine to drink when he was thirsty'. Thus equipped, the minstrel entertained the assembled
company with 'a lay well-known by then throughout the world, the Quarrel of Odysseus and
Achilles'.Whether or not this was meant to be Horner himself, at least it tells us how the Odyssey
and the Iliad were used and so warns us to beware. In Albania, in the west of Ireland and among
Australian aborigines the techniques of living bards have been studied to see how accurately
they hand on their verses and change them. They learn the verses not by rote and memory but
in general terms of plot. Stock lines and phrases are repeated, but the bard is free to improvise
and polish within the ground rules of his craft. Thus the oral poetry of the saga was a living,
changing tale and what we have from Horner is not precisely what the first saga-tellers
composed. Nevertheless, as we now know, their sources may be very ancient. Recently a
Harvard scholar spotted a Homeric-sounding phrase in a fragment of a Bronze Age chronicle on
a clay tablet that dates from close to the time of the siege. So it is possible that the first account
of the siege was composed in the lifetimes of men like Agamemnon and Ulysses.It is at the
siege that the Iliad gives us our only glimpse of what Ulysses actually may have looked like.



Homer provides a typically oblique, not a direct, description of the man. He was, says the poet,
short in stature but broad in the shoulder and chest. At first encounter he gave the impression of
being stiff and clumsy, what might be described today as something of a yokel. But the moment
he began to speak, that impression was dispelled. He had a great voice uttered deep from the
chest and his words were like 'the snowflakes of winter' so that 'no man could contend with him'.
Several incidents in both the Iliad and the Odyssey flesh out the shadow. Ulysses was clearly
very strong. He was a noted warrior when it came to the rough and tumble of hand-to-hand
combat and he could throw the discus further than his rivals. He alone was able to bend and
string the great bow which had formerly belonged to a legendary archer by the name of Eurytus,
and once it was strung he was deadly accurate with it. Unusually for someone who was so
stocky, there is also the claim that Ulysses was a good runner, fast enough to be a leading
contender in foot races. The overriding impression, however, is of a burly man with tremendous
stamina. During two shipwrecks on his voyage home he displayed phenomenal powers of
endurance. On the first occasion his entire crew was drowned when a sudden tempest smashed
their galley, but Ulysses was strong enough to haul himself onto a piece of wreckage, the main
keel timber, and ride it like a life-raft until he came to shelter. The second time he had to abandon
a small skiff in a storm and swim a prodigious distance to reach land where he survived a
battering on the rocks as he tried to come ashore. In sum the image of Ulysses is of a powerfully
built, rather rough-seeming man with the tenacity and physique of a born survivor.But it was
Ulysses' character, more than his appearance, which really interested Homer. The prime quality
which Homer repeatedly mentions is his 'resourcefulness', meaning both his wiliness and his
ingenuity. Again and again the adventures in the Odyssey and the events of the siege portray
Ulysses as a man of great cunning who could twist words and situations to his advantage. By
modern moral standards he was not an exemplary character. Ulysses would rarely tell the truth if
he could think of a better lie. He was arrogant, grasping, bore grudges and, while extremely
suspicious of strangers, was almost as mistrustful of men he had known a long time. Above all,
he never lost sight of his own self-interest.In Homer's eyes these qualities were admirable rather
than odious, and Ulysses' behaviour was understandable if not always commendable. It is also
true that by some curious process of character assassination Ulysses' qualities were to be
blackened by mythographers as more and more legendary material built up around him.
Whether this additional material was pure invention or whether it came from genuine early
traditions we cannot say, but the effect was almost to turn Ulysses the hero into Ulysses the
villain.He was the only son of Laertes, ruler of the small and barren island of Ithaca. His mother
was Anticleia, daughter of a famous rogue and thief named Autolycus from whom Ulysses was
said to have inherited his cunning and duplicity. One tale says that Autolycus gave his baby
grandson his name on a visit to see the boy in Ithaca. He was to be called Odysseus, Autolycus
suggested, to commemorate the odium under which his grandfather had lived as a
consequence of his constant thieving.Ulysses' childhood was spent in the turbulent atmosphere
of a petty chiefdom struggling to hold its own among rival neighbours. Conditions must have



been similar to those of Scots clans in the Highlands squabbling for limited quantities of territory
and cattle and for prestige. In fact the first journey which Ulysses is supposed to have made
away from home was to cross from Ithaca to the mainland to try to recover some stolen sheep. It
was on this errand that he acquired the great bow of Eurytus, given to him by the archer's son
who was in the same area trying to recover some stolen mares. About this time, too, we get an
initial hint that Ulysses was not one for fair play. Not content with the great war bow, he searched
for poison to smear on the tips of the arrows. His request for special poison was turned down by
one mainland chief, but Ulysses persevered and eventually obtained what he wanted from the
ruler of the Taphians, a coastal people notorious as pirates.Ulysses next appears in folk history
among the many suitors who assembled at the court of King Tyndareus of Sparta to seek the
hand in marriage of princess Helen, alleged to be the most beautiful woman in the world. Here
tradition begins to credit Ulysses with his characteristic shrewdness. The impecunious young
man from the insignificant chiefdom of Ithaca realized that he had no chance of winning Helen in
competition with suitors from much larger and more important kingdoms. So he quietly struck a
bargain with King Tyndareus, who was growing alarmed by the sheer number of rivals for his
daughter's hand. The king feared that when the choice was announced, fighting would break out
among the disappointed suitors. Ulysses told Tyndareus that he would solve the problem in
return for a promise by the king to speak to his brother King Icarius recommending Ulysses as a
suitable husband for his daughter Penelope. When Tyndareus agreed, Ulysses explained his
scheme. Before announcing the winning suitor, Tyndareus was to extract a binding promise from
all the claimants that they would protect the winner from any harm which might befall him as a
result of marrying Helen. Without this prior undertaking, no suitor would be eligible to be
considered as Helen's husband. Naturally all the hopeful young men agreed and took the oath -
including the dissembling Ulysses who already knew that he was not under consideration as a
real candidate. Rich and powerful Menelaus, brother of the King of Mycenae, was selected as
Helen's husband. As events turned out, Ulysses' scheme rebounded. It was this binding oath of
mutual support among the suitors which Menelaus evoked after Helen ran away with a Trojan
prince, and Menelaus and King Agamemnon were raising troops to attack Troy and win her
back.Characteristically - and here the later tradition begins to underline Ulysses' self-interested
nature - Ulysses tried to evade the call-up. Why should he leave Ithaca and go off hundreds of
miles to Asia Minor to campaign against the Trojans? So when the recruiting delegation from
Agamemnon and Menelaus arrived in Ithaca, he pretended to have gone mad. The visitors
found him in a field, wearing a madman's hat and tilling the soil with a plough yoked to a horse
and an ox. Instead of corn seed, he was scattering the furrows with salt. Unfortunately for his
ruse Palomedes, son of Nauplius, was as cunning as he was, and penetrated the trick.
Snatching up Telemachus, Ulysses' infant son, he laid the baby in front of the ploughshare so
that Ulysses was forced to swerve aside to avoid injuring his baby, and thereby reveal his
sanity.This story of Ulysses' feigned madness, and Palomedes' counter-trick, is not found in
Homer but surfaces in later tradition. It makes a colourful introduction to Ulysses' involvement in



the Trojan War, and has a sequel which is one of the most damning episodes in his life although
once again this is part of later tradition and not an original Homeric story. According to one
version Ulysses took his revenge on Palomedes by a truly foul trick. He forged a letter from the
Trojans to Palomedes and hid it in his tent with some gold. He then denounced Palomedes as a
Trojan spy and manoeuvred the Greeks into stoning the innocent man to death. Another, more
blunt, version merely claims that Ulysses and his friend Diomedes lured Palomedes on a fishing
trip and drowned him.Diomedes frequently shows up in Ulysses' company in Homer's account of
the siege. On one occasion they both penetrated the Trojan lines on a night-time scouting
mission, captured a Trojan spy and, having successfully interrogated him, killed him. The
information they gained allowed the Greeks to win an important skirmish against the Trojans.
Twice more Ulysses disguised himself in order to penetrate the Trojan defences, actually
climbing into the city itself. Once he entered the city to identify the real Palladian, a wooden
statue which was possibly some sort of city totem. As long as the Palladian was held safe in
Troy, legend said, the city could not be captured. Ulysses identified the real Palladian which had
been hidden among several copies, and on his second mission, again with Diomedes, stole it
out of the city.Besides establishing Ulysses as bold and ruthless, Homer stresses that he was
very valuable to the Greek cause as a persuasive negotiator, the man with the voice 'like winter
snowflakes'. It is in this capacity that he is credited with two short voyages which may have some
bearing on the travels of the Odyssey, though again the information is traditional and not
Homeric. At the beginning of the campaign, when the Greek fleet was assembling, Ulysses is
reported to have gone to the island of Skyros in the Aegean to recruit the Greek champion
Achilles. Later, during the campaign itself, Ulysses returned to the same island of Skyros to
recruit Achilles' son, Neoptolemus. Whether he made two visits to Skyros or just one (there may
be repetitions in the saga-telling) it is interesting that Skyros lies on the route which Ulysses was
to take later in the Odyssey and was a natural stop-over on his homeward route. The inference is
that Ulysses was thoroughly familiar with the islands and sea lanes of this part of the Aegean.As
for the wooden horse, a trick said to have been devised by Ulysses and certainly his most
spectacular contribution to the campaign, no scholar has yet come up with a satisfactory
explanation for what the wooden horse really was. The most skilled Greek carpenter built it, six
men including Ulysses and Menelaus hid inside it, and the horse was left outside the gates of
Troy while the Greek fleet pretended to sail for home. The Trojans emerged from their defences
and debated what to do with the wooden horse. Some wanted to burn it; others, to bring it into
the city as a trophy. Finally the Trojans decided to haul the horse into Troy, and were obliged to
break down a section of the wall to get it in. Helen was suspicious and walked round the outside
of the horse, calling out the names of the hidden men in the voices of their wives. The ambush
would have been discovered if Ulysses and Menelaus had not prevented their companions from
calling back. That night the Trojans celebrated their apparent victory and while the garrison was
off guard the armed men slipped out of their hiding place, lit a signal fire to recall the Greek fleet,
and opened the gate of the city to the invaders. Troy was put to the sack and, according to later



accounts, Ulysses once again acted in character. A Trojan named Antenor had helped him
during one of his secret scouting missions inside Troy, so Ulysses made sure that Antenor was
not harmed in the final attack. But after the city had fallen and the victors were deciding what
should be done to the vanquished, he showed his ruthless streak. He insisted that Priam's last
surviving grandchild should be murdered so that no male descendant of the Trojan king would
survive to claim the throne.This, then was the 'hero' Ulysses. Homer's original figure had been
resourceful, self-interested, and a braggart, but admirable rather than odious. As time went on,
and stories about him multiplied, Ulysses' qualities were downgraded and he was vilified almost
beyond recognition. Here, I thought, was a lesson which should put us on our guard. Perhaps a
similar distortion had been applied by the classical treatment of Ulysses' wanderings. Homer's
original scheme of Ulysses' journey may have been changed beyond recognition by later writers
and later traditions. I hoped that the way to find out what was true and what was false was to
return directly to Homer's own story in the Odyssey, disregard later interpretations, but call on
the modern archaeological record. So the logical place to start was Troy itself, to see what we
could learn from the discovery of the actual site of Homer's 'beetling Ilium'.2 - TroyHakki, a
Turkish shipwright in the old wooden-boat tradition, had looked after the galley lovingly in her
winter quarters. He had repaired the ribs cracked during the previous summer's voyage to Soviet
Georgia and kept the Aleppo pine of her hull drenched with linseed oil against the cold of winter.
He had also carved two new steering oars from solid pieces of Turkish oak and reinforced them
with bronze splints, because Argo's original steering oars had both snapped in the Black Sea,
been repaired, and snapped again. Her sail too was new. The previous one had rotted in the
damp of the Black Sea and was too thin and flimsy. The replacement was hand-stitched in linen
and painted with the head of a Bronze Age nobleman. His portrait was enlarged from a tiny
enamel and gold medallion which had once decorated a chalice in old King Nestor's palace.
Found among the debris by the archaeologists who excavated the site, the medallion is now
displayed in the National Museum of Athens. I thought it only fitting that Argo's crew should sail
under the gaze of a man of Ulysses' own epoch.Argo's crew was thoroughly international. When
we set out from Istanbul we numbered five Irishmen, four Britons, two Turks, an American and a
Syrian. Several members of my previous team from the Jason Voyage - Mark Richards the
rowing master, Peter Wheeler my former second-in-command, burly Cormac O'Connor an Irish
fisherman, and Peter Warren - had promised to find time to join later during the trip. As the
weeks went by, and people joined or left the vessel according to the amount of free time they
could spend aboard, we would also be accompanied at various stages by an Australian
merchant-navy officer, an English accountant, a Turkish student, a retired Greek airline pilot, and
a Bulgarian journalist. One English volunteer was on short leave from his job in a Gulf state and
asked to spend 'a couple of days' with us. He got so beguiled by the lifestyle aboard Argo that he
left us three weeks later realizing he had only just enough time to dash back to London, change
planes and return immediately to the Gulf. We never did learn whether he found time to visit the
family in England who had been expecting him.Shipwright Hakki had taken such pride in looking



after Argo that he was looking decidedly melancholy as he waved us goodbye from the yacht
club and we crossed over to the European shore to pick up last- minute supplies. There two of
the Irish contingent went ashore to see the sights. 'We leave at ten', I warned them as they
sauntered off. At 10 a.m. when they had not returned, I ordered Argo to sea and left our two
luckless sightseers ashore. They returned to the dock and were taken aback to find us gone,
with all their clothes, passports and money aboard Argo. Frantic negotiations persuaded a
Turkish fishing-boat skipper to take them aboard and set out in pursuit of the galley, now running
fast away from the Golden Horn with wind and current in her favour. Eventually our strays did
catch up with us. But it cost them a wild panic and a hefty tip to the fishing boat, and never again
did anyone miss the sailing time.Newcomers to galley sailing soon picked up the daily shipboard
rhythm. Each night we anchored in a small port or quiet bay, and the crew like their Bronze Age
predecessors went ashore to sleep on the beach. Dawn saw us rolling up sleeping bags and
paddling out in the rubber dinghy so that we could hoist anchor and be underway as we ate a
simple breakfast of bread and fruit purchased the previous evening. When we had a following
breeze there was very little work to be done except to learn how to handle the twin steering oars
which had to be twisted in opposite directions to control the ship, a curious sensation for those
who were used to steering modern yachts. With thirteen men aboard we were below the galley's
proper complement of twenty oarsmen and far too short-handed for rowing any distance, so we
devised a makeshift system of fixing the dinghy's spare outboard engine on a wooden bar
projecting over the galley's side. In a flat calm this motor-on-a-stick worked remarkably
efficiently, though I worried whether this unorthodox arrangement would be sufficient in a gale or
perhaps be swamped when the sea got rough. Events would prove these worries were well-
founded, but for the moment we sped along gaily, and in just five days of exhilarating downwind
sailing came from Istanbul to Troy. The only strenuous activity was to prepare the leather straps
which held the oars. The leather was too stiff and had to be made supple by smearing the straps
with mutton fat and then pulling them rapidly back and forth around the vessel's rail. The sight of
eight half-naked men sitting in the sunshine, facing the rail and sawing away rapidly with the
leather straps looked like a class of manic body-builders.When Argo's anchor dug into the sandy
floor of the little bay of Entepe close to Troy on the south shore of the Dardanelles Straits, I
began to grasp the complexity of the investigation I had chosen: today Ulysses would not
recognize the Trojan coastline. The pleasant little Turkish hamlet of Entepe is now the closest
sensible anchorage for a galley whose crew might wish to visit the site of Troy. But Entepe is at
least three hours' march from the ruins, whereas in Ulysses' time the entire Greek fleet, said to
have numbered a thousand ships, had been drawn up on a beach within easy striking distance
of the city. In 1977 a team of American and Turkish geomorphologists sank boreholes in the 2½-
mile-wide plain which now separates the ruins of Troy from the Dardanelles Straits. Their drilling
revealed that when Troy was first founded some 6,000 years ago, the city stood on the shores of
a large shallow bay which extended inland from the strait. A ramp leading down from the north
gate of the city would have come directly to the beach and a convenient landing place for ships.



But the two rivers which flow past Troy, the Menander and the Simoes, bring down so much
gravel and silt that they have gradually choked up this bay. When King Agamemnon's armada
arrived, the bay had noticeably shrunk and Troy was almost half a mile from the water's edge.
Today, after another 3,000 years, the same silting has been accelerated by drainage and land
reclamation so that Turkish farmers now tend fields of cotton, beans and wheat above the spot
where Ulysses and his squadron may once have put fresh tar on the hulls of their ships ready to
relaunch them from the beach for the long journey home.You do not have to drill boreholes to
detect these dramatic changes. You need only compare the most recent charts for navigating
the Dardanelles against the first accurate coastal surveys prepared 100 years ago. The
differences are striking. The Trojan embayment is now a stagnant saltwater lagoon where even a
punt would find it difficult to thread a path between the ridges of sand and shingle, and the
coastline has pushed further out to sea. Inland the irrigation work has straightened out the bends
and meanders of the Simoes and Menander. Oddly enough, I found this reassuring. It showed
that it is possible to use current changes, still in progress, to interpret ancient alterations to
coastlines. What is happening in front of Troy on the south shore of the Dardanelles is the same
process of silting and infill that has been going on since the Trojan War. Of course the boreholes
and soil tests are the controlled, scientific way to quantify the precise extent of the ancient bay at
particular times. But a general overview on the spot, supported by a comparison between the
most recent and the original charts, can establish the way the coast has been remodelled since
the days of the great siege. The need to appreciate these changes, we were to find, would be
crucial to our research when we came ashore in the territories of the one-eyed Cyclops and
Charybdis, the legendary whirlpool.The nineteenth-century map I was using for the comparison
at Troy was one prepared by the Royal Navy in 1872. During the next four months these
nineteenth century Admiralty charts were to be irreplaceable. Together with Argo, they were the
primary tools in the maritime search for any geographical facts within Homer's Odyssey. Without
them it would have been impossible to begin to place Ulysses' wanderings in context.
Unexpectedly, therefore, my first debt in the practical experiment was not to the renowned
archaeologists who had uncovered Troy, but to an anonymous host of naval technicians,
draughtsmen, and humble boat pullers, who had placed in my hands an effective means to
come to grips with the mystery of Homer's geography. They were men from the time when the
Royal Navy was the premier map-making organization in the world, and their achievement is still
so remarkable that few modern maps have yet surpassed their finesse and accuracy in many
out-of-the-way corners of the Mediterranean. For half a century survey parties of the Victorian
Navy measured and sketched, climbed mountains to establish their triangulation points, criss-
crossed bays in small rowing boats to take countless soundings with lead and line, scrambled
onto isolated rocks to obtain their precise coordinates, interviewed the local fishermen to learn
the names they called the various coastal features, measured tides and currents, dredged up
samples from the bottom. All this data they carefully wrote up in the sailors' handbooks known as
the Sailing Directions and collated into meticulous hand-drawn charts which the Naval



Hydrographer's office engraved beautifully on steel plates on which the descendant maps still
depend. Among these stalwart and dedicated surveyors one man was to play a key role for us -
the slightly comic-sounding Captain Spratt.Thomas Abel Brimage Spratt was the epitome of a
Victorian scientist-sailor. His father was a hero of Trafalgar, the renowned limping Commander
James Spratt, who had dived into the sea from HMS Defiance and swum, cutlass in teeth, to the
French 74-gun Aigle, boarding her single-handed. Climbing in through a stern window, he found
his way to the French poop deck and threw himself on the French crew, one man against several
hundred. In the mêlée he killed two French seamen, and was grappling with a third when he fell
from the poop deck to the main deck, killing his opponent but injuring himself badly. He was
saved by the timely arrival of a full boarding party from Defiance but his gallantry had cost him
his career. His wounds left him with one leg shorter than the other and he retired to Teignmouth
where he became renowned as a long-distance swimmer.It was here that Thomas was born in
1811, and naturally at the age of 16 he was entered into the Royal Navy by his redoubtable
father. But naval battles were in short supply by then, and in 1832 Thomas Spratt was posted to
the Mediterranean aboard the survey ship Mastiff. For the next thirty-eight years he was to spend
his professional career surveying the coasts of the Mediterranean, finishing up as a vice-admiral
and a leading authority on the coastal maps of the Mediterranean. Significantly he also became
a keen antiquarian. When the successful archaeologists came to search for the site of Troy, they
carried with them what was known as 'Spratt's Map'. This was a wonderfully detailed drawing of
the countryside around Troy which Thomas Spratt, then only a midshipman, had executed in
company with a German professor of classical antiquities in the summer of 1839 while the
British fleet happened to be lying at anchor nearby. All three great archaeologists of Troy -
Heinrich Schliemann, Wilhelm Dorpfeld and Carl Blegen, whom we shall shortly meet - used
'Spratt's Map', and it struck me as remarkable that as we set out aboard Argo to research the
Odyssey we would be relying on the work of exactly the same map-maker whose skill had
contributed to the discovery of Troy. Nothing, it seemed to me, better illustrated the continuing
fascination and unsolved mystery of Homer's poems. But where the archaeologists had
employed the work of Spratt and his Royal Navy colleagues on land, we intended to use them in
the manner for which they had been designed - from the sea.For 250 days a year, the pilots and
fishermen of the Dardanelles will tell you, the wind blows from the north down the straits. Under
the wind runs the current, spewing southward at speeds of up to three knots as it pours from the
Sea of Marmara into the Aegean. To row against that wind and stream was impossible for a
Bronze Age ship. I realized how extraordinarily lucky we had been the previous year going out of
the Aegean Sea towards the Marmara in the wake of Jason and his Argonauts. Then we had
been blessed with a rare southerly wind which had sent Argo skimming forward over the surface
of the water at six to seven knots, but the land had moved past at only half that speed as the
mass of water on which we floated slid in the opposite direction. The rarity of the south wind and
the adverse current add up to one good reason why ancient Troy was sited where it is. Early
ships had been obliged to wait for day after day at the south end of the Dardanelles, hoping for



the change in wind direction to let them proceed. Where they waited, they set up their impromptu
markets, swapped trade goods, and Troy was built. Some historians have suggested that their
harbour was not in the great now-vanished bay, but further round the point in a place called
Besika Bay. But this notion ignores the powerful Dardanelles current which spreads fan-shaped
once it leaves the straits, hindering the vessels coming up from the Aegean. The strongest arm
of this current flows towards Besika Bay and makes it an awkward place to reach by oar and sail.
Canny shipmasters in early vessels would have known to approach by the northerly route
around the island now called Gokceada just as Jason and the Argonauts did. They would have
much preferred to moor in the great bay, well sheltered from the hostile wind and current and
perfectly poised to catch the first breath of the heaven-sent south wind that would let them break
out and claw their way up the Dardanelles.The second lesson I learned at Troy was drawn from
the celebrated story of the long search for the site of the semi-legendary city and its eventual
discovery. The man who must be credited with the 'discovery' of Troy is Heinrich Schliemann, a
flamboyant businessman turned archaeologist who was so utterly convinced that the Iliad and
the Odyssey were based on truth that he ignored the majority of professional scholars when they
argued that the poems were works of fiction. Driven by his naive and romantic conviction
Schliemann, who was endowed with the most phenomenal physical energy, spent his fortune
and his health in seeking tangible evidence that Agamemnon, Menelaus, Nestor, Ulysses and all
the rest had really lived. First Schliemann looked for the scenes of Ulysses' homecoming in the
Ionian Islands (where we shall encounter him later) and then in 1870 came to excavate for Troy
and soon dumbfounded the experts when he successfully located the site of Homer's fabled city
at a location called Hisarlik, 'the place of the castle'. Schliemann 'found' Troy by an energetic
combination of logic, intuition, self-confidence, and the wholesale borrowing of ideas from
previous researchers who had been scouring the area looking for the elusive city. He succeeded
where much more learned men before him had failed, not just because he believed in Troy but
because he boldly judged the clues in Homer taken all together rather than relying on one single
factor.The clue that had been misleading most of his predecessors was the most arresting
topographical feature about the Troy that Homer had described- the presence of hot and cold
springs. In 1795 a French savant by the name of Choiseul-Gouffier claimed he had found just
such hot springs by a place called Bunarbashi, five kilometres south of the real Troy. Near the
springs was an imposing hill, crowned by an ancient citadel. Traveller after traveller visited the
spot, and were all convinced that this was the site of Troy, finding detail after detail that
apparently coincided with Homer's text. But they were wrong. The basic flaw in their
identification was that their site was much too far away from the two rivers Menander and
Simoes which Homer had also implied flowed near the city. What was needed to identify Troy
was a combination of several clues, whether the position of rivers, springs, harbour and coast-
line, which added up to the same location. Schliemann, with his unshakable conviction that Troy
would conform to the whole scenario of Homer's Iliad, disregarded the single false clue of the
hot and cold springs and looked elsewhere. Thus he succeeded in finding what the others had



missed. The message for us was clear: at each site in Homer's Odyssey we should try to match
a variety of clues, and not be swayed by a single piece of evidence.Schliemann's romantic faith
in the underlying truth of Homer had its brilliant and happy result when the novice archaeologist
found Troy. But what is astonishing is that Schliemann only had to dig in the spot where, on
'Spratt's Map', Troy was virtually marked with an X. Five years after the discovery of the
misleading hot springs, another travelling scholar had identified the site of Novum Ilium, the
classical Greek city of New Troy named in honour of its Homeric predecessor. Midshipman
Spratt had conscientiously marked its location on his excellent map, doubtless advised by his
learned German colleague, and written across it 'Ilium Novum?' Here were to be seen the ruins
of classical Greek buildings. The place bore the same name as Homer's city, and fragments of
more ancient- looking pottery were lying on the surface of the soil. Yet it was another thirty years
before anyone thought to dig under New Troy to see if perhaps Old Troy lay beneath. If ever there
was an example of overlooking the obvious, it was the events leading up to the discovery of Troy
itself. Aboard Argo it was worth remembering that the simplest of explanations needed to be
considered, even the most self-evident.With Troy found at last, the chance had come for
everyone to judge how the real place measured up to Homer's picture of it. Schliemann's
enthusiasm now carried him adrift. In a series of sensational archaeological campaigns he tore
into the hill of Hisarlik with the help of hundreds of workmen wielding pick-axes and a miniature
railway to carry away the spoil. He dug down to the ruins of a city which he announced was the
very same Troy that Agamemnon's troops had sacked. He found armour which he claimed was
worn by the Trojans from the Iliad, and gold jewels which had adorned Queen Helen herself.
Now it was Schliemann who had gone wrong. He had dug too deep, and he was excavating a
city that was far older than Homer's Troy. It was left to the second of the three great
archaeologists who worked at Troy - Wilhelm Dorpfeld - to point out the error. Schliemann had
poached Dorpfeld, a young trained archaeologist, from another archaeological site at Olympia in
mainland Greece and brought him to Hisarlik. The new assistant was scholarly, pains-taking and
thorough. He soon explained to the whirlwind amateur Schliemann where he had erred, and
when Schliemann died in 1894 his mantle fell on Dorpfeld who proceeded to excavate a citadel
which conformed splendidly to Homer's story. The ruins appeared to coincide with the date of
the siege, and had wide streets and fine houses encircled by a beautifully built defensive wall
with fortified gates and watch- towers. Anyone with the least imagination could picture it manned
by the Trojan sentries gazing down at the watch fires of the besieging Greek army. This, Dorpfeld
announced in his magisterial way, was the real Troy, Homer's Troy.This time it was Dorpfeld who
had been led astray. A few Homeric experts still claim that Dorpfeld's Troy, known as Troy VI as it
was the sixth city on the site, was the Troy that Homer had in mind. But the majority opinion now
accepts the findings of the third and last great excavator of Troy, the American archaeologist Carl
Blegen, who identified the next city above it, Troy VIIa, as the Troy that was besieged and sacked
at the time of Homer's Trojan War. Blegen's argument is highly technical, based on careful
analysis of the pottery, comparison with sites in contemporary Greece, and by cross-reference



with dates in Egypt and Anatolia, plus the fact that the splendid walls of Dorpfeld 's Troy seem to
have been thrown down not by sack, but by an earthquake. Troy VIIa, so Blegen claimed, was
destroyed by a genuine sack.But what emerges is that although an actual Troy, whether
Dorpfeld's or Blegen's, certainly existed on the spot where Schliemann had dug, it is nothing like
the great city that Homer pictures for us. Walking around the ruins of Troy itself, my first
impression was how small the place is. On average it is little more than 500 yards in diameter
and you can stroll around the circuit of the ancient walls in less than ten minutes. Troy was no
larger than a village and yet in Homer's epic story there is the impression of an enormous
metropolis teeming with people where the Trojan king and each of his sons had their own
palaces and there was ample space for town squares, assembly places, temples to the various
gods and presumably shops, homes, store- houses, stables and barracks. One scholar has
taken the trouble to calculate that if Homer is to be believed, his city was big enough to contain
50,000 people. Yet Troy VI is far too small and Troy VIIa is even worse, a mean, cramped
settlement, a makeshift place barely large enough to hold a few hundred inhabitants in squalid
conditions. Troy VIIa was a feeble target which any determined force should have been able to
capture and sack in a trice. There was no need for a ten-year siege, nor for a thousand ships, all
of which was very improbable given the resources of the day in men and material.Nor, I found, is
Troy quite as 'sheer' or 'beetling' as Homer claims. The hill on which it stands is an unimpressive
100 feet above the level of the plain, no more than a low bluff. Even in the days when the bay
came close to the walls it would have been only a minor elevation. Yet here, in the mind's eye,
stood an awe-inspiring city with soaring battlements dominating the plain. Homer and the bards
were not deliberate liars, they were describing the place as poets. The magic of their words took
a minor citadel and turned it into a stupendous stronghold immortalized by their descriptions.
This is a credit to poetic imagination, but it was another warning. If Homer could treat Troy like
this, would he not also have done the same for the places in the Odyssey? Might he not have
similarly inflated the locations that Ulysses visited in their size and grandeur to embellish his
tale?Surely here was a basic rule of epic writing: the epic poet does not take large sites and
major personalities and make them smaller by reducing them in size and importance. His
method is quite the opposite. He takes human figures and transmutes them into heroes. He
inflates ordinary places so as to make them seem vast and impressive. As I walked around the
ruins of Troy I realized that we would have to apply the same law of the epic while we were
searching for the locations of the adventures of the Odyssey. If we were not to be fooled as the
early searchers for Troy had been deceived by the hot springs and the impressive citadel on the
crag above Bunarbashi, we would need to be very suspicious of those places we found which
were as grand or awe-inspiring as the poet's vision of them. Conversely we would have to keep a
very sharp look-out for insignificant places; perhaps overlooked previously because they were
on a small scale like Troy itself. Our task was to try to judge them through the magnifying
imagination of the poet. Moreover, the lesson of the discovery of Troy directly beneath Novum
Ilium on 'Spratt's Map' was that we might very well find the sites of the Odyssey right under our



noses.
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MarinC, “fascinating book for Odyssey lovers. National Geographic ran an abridged version of
the Ulysses Voyage, probably thirty years ago. Since then, I have read a few of Tim Severin's
books, but this is my favorite. I may be a little biased because I am fascinated with The Odyssey,
but they are all pretty good.  I will probably venture into the Viking series next.”

Radu Popescu, “Almost top quality, but I'll still highly recommend it. The Ulysses Voyage is the
4th of Tim Severin's books about his voyages on reconstructed sea boats. It is as enjoyable as
the first three, with it suffers of two problems:1) since the same boat as in The Jason Voyage is
used, it lacks the part about the actual building of a new ship - which is a shame, since I've
always considered the building the best part of these type of books.2) probably as a result of the
problem no. 1, the book is way too short. This is understandable, because how much can you
write about the history of Odyssey, but annoying nevertheless.But, as the book is as good as the
rest of the series, I'm gonna subtract only one star.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good history and adventure story. This is very similar to other stories
such as Kon Tiki. The author did a good job mixing current history, ancient history and
mythology. By weaving these three together he answered some questions, gave a basis for the
myths and created a good tale.I enjoyed the book enough that I am going to read the second
book in his series based on the Odyssey.”

Grace, “Loved living this grand adventure with the author and crew!. Very good and well
researched. Maybe slightly conclusionary, but if the sites he suggested are not the actual ones,
he is on the right track. Certainly his logical approach made me a believer!”

Minnie, “The Ulysses Voyage. Reminded me of the Kon Tiki expedition and the Ra expedition. I
really enjoyed the way Tim Severin's voyage brought Homer's world to life. However there
should have been some maps, specially one showing Ulysses's ancient route together with one
of the modern voyage. I tried Google for this. It was not too satisfactory. But on the whole well
written.”

Joshua J Lucca, “A true acholar. I wish that more scholars would take his approach to history.
Tim Severin is a dying breed.”

m smith, “Five Stars. So interesting!”

Teresa Gamble, “What really happenned to Ulysses. Tim Severin, as far as I know, was a
pioneer of practical archaeology, combining all the strands of research, archaeological, literary,
geological, cartographrical, to find out where Ulysses actually sailed. He explains his choice of



each stopping point and I waited with baited breath to find out whether he was right. The
descriptions of the coast and landscape and the sea made me want to set off the Aegean at
once, though perhaps not in a Bronze Age ship. Obviously he couldn't completely reproduce the
actual conditions which bronze age sailors actually experienced, and I suppose this could be a
basis for rubbishing the enterprise, but I felt I got a good idea.I read this when it first came out
and was very happy to re-read it with the same enjoyment.”

Quinlan, “Excellent read and well referenced back to Homer et al. Excellent read and well
referenced back to Homer et al. One has to admire the easy flow and style.Publisher's miss
here, not the authors, but I would have liked to have seen some maps, (hence the 4 stars) as not
having good internet connection, when reading this while on holiday, meant it wasn't possible to
journey along as a passenger so to speak. Simple B&W line maps with a few names would have
sufficed.Also a Publisher miss was the small reproduction of the photos. Digitally sizing these
up to be one page and reducing pixel density would have enhanced this no end, as would
placing them within the pages rather than at the end.Will certainly be downloading the Jason
one for my next holiday, however.”

Philip Maton, “Severin's several Voyages. Each of Severin's personal sagas, and not just this
one, is well worth the read. I ended up reading them all in unbroken succession and don't regret
one minute of my voyage.Critique by Philip Maton”

Richard M, “Four Stars. another boys adventure book”

The book by Tim Severin has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 34 people have provided feedback.
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